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Hamein Tumse Hua Hai Pyar Mp3 Song

LyricsTranslationHmmm hmmm hmmm hey hey heyHmmm hmmm hmmm hey hey heyHumein tumse hua hai pyarI've fallen
in love with youHum kya kareWhat should I doHumein tumse hua hai pyarI've fallen in love with youHum kya kareWhat should
I doAap hi batayein hum kya kareYou only tell me, what should I doAap se bhi haseen haiMore beautiful than youAap ki yeh
adayeinAre your stylesHum is ada pe kyun na mareWhy won't I die for these stylesTumhe humse hua hai pyarYou've fallen in
love with meHum kya kareWhat should I doTumhe humse hua hai pyarYou've fallen in love with meHum kya kareWhat should
I doAap hi batayein hum kya kareYou only tell me, what should I doAap se bhi haseen haiMore beautiful than youAap ki yeh
adayeinAre your stylesHum is ada pe kyun na mareWhy won't I die for these stylesHumein tumse hua hai pyarI've fallen in love
with youHum kya kareWhat should I doAap hi batayein hum kya kareYou only tell me, what should I doBas hum tumhe dekha
kareI'll only keep staring at youBaithi raho aaghosh meinYou be seated in my armsAaisi bhi kya deewangiWhat is this
crazinessBilkul nahi ho tum hosh meinYou've totally lost your sensesJaneman janejaanaOh my love, my belovedChhodiye bhi
satanaStop troubling meHum is jalan mein kab tak jaleUntil when should I burn in this fireTumhe humse hua hai pyarYou've
fallen in love with meHum kya kareWhat should I doAap hi batayein hum kya kareYou only tell me, what should I doHumein
tumse hua hai pyarI've fallen in love with youHum kya kareWhat should I doAap hi batayein hum kya kareYou only tell me,
what should I doKehne lagi bechainiyanThe restlessness is telling me thatAb dooriyan hai mushkil badiThese distances are very
difficultPanchi, piya, pardesiyaBirds, my beloved, foreignersKaise jeeye hum ab yeh ghadiNow how should I live this
momentAap se aarzu haiI have this request for youAap se zindagi haiMy life is only with youAap ke bina hum kaise raheHow
should I live without youHumein tumse hua hai pyarI've fallen in love with youHum kya kareWhat should I doAap hi batayein
hum kya kareYou only tell me, what should I doHumein tumse hua hai pyarI've fallen in love with youHum kya kareWhat
should I doAap hi batayein hum kya kareYou only tell me, what should I do4.
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